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Investment Review

The fund underperformed its benchmark over the quarter.

Activity

While Emerging Markets finished on a high note last year, supported by improving IT demand
expectations and a Phase-one deal between the US and China, 1Q 2020 had seen volatility spike
as Covid-19 spread globally, resulting in severe selloffs across all markets. In March, Saudi Arabia
initiated a price war with Russia causing Brent Crude to sell-off almost -61%, putting further
pressure on economies worldwide and increasing the risk of global recession. Over the quarter
MSCI EM contracted -23.9% year-to-date, underperforming DM by -2.5%. For reference, the S&P
500 ended the period down -20.0%.

Asia ex-Japan (-18.3%) was the best performing region in EM, buoyed by China’s (-10.2%)
significant outperformance. The outperformance was partially driven by resilience in large-cap
Internet and consumer names throughout the period, as well as the country being ahead of the
curve in terms of containment and a resumption in economic activity. IT hardware resiliency early
on also helped Taiwan (-19.3%) and Korea (-22.6%) perform well on a relative basis. While India (-
31.5%) fared better earlier in the period, an acceleration of domestic Covid-19 cases in March and
poor initial response from policy makers, led to significant declines over the month.

Traditional carry countries such as Turkey (-30.2%), Philippines (-32.7%), and Indonesia (-40.2%),
underperformed as investor capital flocked to safety. Additionally, oil price declines were a major
factor in Mexican (-35.6%), Russian (-36.5%), and Colombian (-50.3%) outperformance in 1Q.

Portfolio Positioning

Performance over the quarter was largely driven by relative risk in the portfolio as all markets were
severely shaken by the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. Our underweight to and selection within Brazil
was the largest contributor to relative returns. Outside of growing Covid-19 concerns, the market
was also impacted by inconsistent policy response and significant FX declines. A lack of positioning
in lenders Bradesco and Itau were among the top individual contributors as both names sold-off
alongside the market. Similarly, an underweight to South Africa also benefitted the Fund as the
Rand sold-off another 12% in March and Moody’s cut the country’s sovereign credit rating to sub-
investment grade. Chinese selection was a positive in aggregate. Select healthcare exposure has
done well, while Internet exposure remained resilient. Asymchem and Tencent were the quarter’s
top performing names. Heightened cash exposure over the period also benefitted returns.

On the other hand, our overweight to Mexico weighed on performance. Oil price declines put
pressure on the fiscal side, adding to the severity in market sell-off. Banorte, and airport operator
Grupo Aeroportuario Pacifico (GAP) were among the largest detractors, the latter of which
announcing weaker than expected 4Q results, driven by the consolidation of the Kingston Jamaica
airport and some slowdown from the Mexican side. An overweight to Indonesia also hurt
performance as carry countries were punished when investors fled to safety. Astra international was
the period’s biggest loser. Elsewhere, Indian exposure detracted as the market sold off in March on
domestic Covid-19 concerns. Off-benchmark exposure to media company, ZEE Entertainment, hurt
returns amid weak near-term earnings.

We’ve been active in moving risk around the book amid a dynamic global economic backdrop.
Earlier in the period we took a more defensive stance bringing beta down to 0.94 by reducing
tourism-related exposure in airlines, airports, and casinos. We also reduced momentum exposure,
taking profits in outperformers, while building resilience in the Fund, ahead of a potential rotation.
We notably added to China on expected policy support, particularly in companies that exhibit strong
earnings visibility/stability such as those in the utilities and telecom sectors. More recently we’ve
been adding risk back into the book following the Fed’s announcement to provide ample liquidity to
the US system. At March-end, the Fund’s beta was back up to 1.00. We are looking at areas such
as India and Brazil, which have significantly underperformed and have added some carry exposure
as Fed liquidity injection should put a cap on the Dollar. On the other hand we reduced exposure
Russia as prolonged oil price weakness will negatively impact the market.

The Fund ended the period overweight Mexico, Indonesia, and Egypt, while being underweight
China, South Africa, and Saudi Arabia. Within sectors we are overweight specific parts of consumer
related businesses, while being underweight IT and materials.

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden

3-Jaars
Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds -17.9% -17.9% 0.1% 1.8% 7.8%

Benchmark -15.0% -15.0% 1.1% 1.4% 6.5%

Outlook

The outbreak of the coronavirus has now spread around the
world creating a large demand shock with yet no certainty on
the full impact on company earnings nor the full
consequences on global economies.

Volatility remains elevated as markets try to balance
demand uncertainty with stimulus and liquidity injections
around the globe. The move from the Fed to provide a back
stop on credit and the commitment from Western
governments to support their local economies have been
historic and key signals to bring back some investor
confidence. This influx of liquidity should also put an
effective cap on the Dollar – a positive for traditional carry
countries
In Asia we are now more positive on India after the market
pull back, as we see its economy more resilient through
time. Asean countries and in particular Indonesia offer very
attractive entry points on a 12 months view as well. In China
the picture is more mixed: the economy is normalising and
the authorities are supporting the local activity, but we have
not yet seen the full impact of export destruction hit. The
market has also been very resilient making it prone to profit
taking. We remain cautious on North Asian markets as key
providers to the global supply chains, in particular through
technology.

In EMEA, we think the oil shock will eventually find a
resolution, but it won’t be fast. Russian equities still offer
more resilience in this stand off and we continue to hold high
conviction names there. We have been more negative on
the outlook for Turkey given signs of intervention in the
currency from policymakers, as well as South Africa which
continues to struggle to stimulate its economy.

In summary, whilst still many unknown remain, we believe
EM and Asian markets can get through this well on a relative
basis - Valuations have been reflecting the uncertain outlook
for some time with Price to Books for EM reaching close to
their historical trough level of 1-1.2x , a clear buy signal in
the past. Currencies have been severely sold off already and
are presenting attractive entry points for the long-term
investors. At the end of this crisis, EM will offer growth and
yield and very attractive valuations which we think investors
should pay attention to now.
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